SAMPLE NARRATIVE TEMPLATES

The following is a Sample Narrative Template unmerged and merged.
Templates can either be produced in the PRA System (which has a full Word
Editor) or copied from any application into the system’s Report Writer.
Once the narratives are developed, merge fields can be added to the
narratives which connect to any data that exists the property database.
This allows for a one-time setup of narrative templates which can be utilized
for all properties.

<%= property%>
Reserve Study Summary
<%= rsprepdate%>
The following Level I (full update with-site-visit) reserve study was performed for <%=
property%> ("property") located at <%= streetadd%>, <%= city%>, <%= state%>,
<%= zip%>. The property has <%= nounits%> units and <%= nomodels%> different
model types. The reserve study is for the fiscal year starting <%= analysisdate%>, and
ending <%= analysisdateend%>.
The purpose of this reserve study is to produce a reserve funding plan that will project
future contributions and expenditures to assure that reserve funds are available as needed.
The calculations, projections and reports in this reserve study were generated using the PRA
System (PRA). PRA has received a Quality Assurance Evaluation from a Certified Public
Accounting firm verifying the system for accuracy and compliance with the AICPA's Financial
Accounting Standard Board’s 972 Real Estate-Common Interest Reality Associations, cash
flow projections, and tax calculations consistent with IRS guidelines for 1120c and 1120h
corporations. PRA also meets the reporting requirements for the International Capitol
Budgeting Institute (ICBI). PRA provides for complete, flexible reserve study assumptions
while allowing for either current cost or future cost projections while calculating interest and
projecting cash flows on a monthly and annual basis.
As of <%= analysisdate%>, the estimated reserve fund balance is $<%= begbalyr1%>.
The estimated current replacement cost of the reserve items is $<%= crntcsttot%>, and
with an annual compounded inflation rate of <%= rateinflation%>% the future replacement
cost is $<%= rplccsttot%>.
The cash flow method was utilized in preparing the reserve plan with the objective that
reserves funds would be available as needed. The following describes how the cash flow was
produced:
· Reserve Fund Balance – projected from the date of the reserve study to the beginning
of the fiscal year above;
· Reserve Item Data - for each reserve item the following was determined: description,
category, basis cost, basis cost measurement, quantity, estimated useful life and
estimated remaining life;
· Expenditures - the reserve item data above was used to project when the initial and
recurring expenditures will be incurred over the next 30 years (includes taxes on
interest earned);
· Interest – calculated on the available funds;
· Contribution – determined based on the following: annual contribution increases,
interest earned with related taxes and inflation on reserve items.
No items have been reserved for which have an estimated useful life of less than two years
or a total cost less than $500.00.
Based upon the following financial assumptions:
·
·
·
·

Annual Contribution Increase - <%= continc2ndyr%>%
Interest Earned - <%= rateinvestment%>%
Taxes on Interest Earned - <%= ratetax%>%
Inflation on Reserve Items - <%= rateinflation%>%

· Contingency - <%= contpercent%>%
· Contingency Time - <%= conttime%> Yr:Mo
The contingency amount is <%= contpercent%>% of the current cost of replacement,
$<%= crntcsttot%>. This amount will be funded over <%= conttime%> (years:months)
time period. This will increase the total monthly contribution by $<%= contamtmon%>.
The required reserve amount at the end of the current fiscal year utilizing the cash flow
method is $<%= begbalyr1%>. The reserve plan, based on all the assumptions, assures
that funds for major repairs and replacement will be available when needed and that this
method is equitable for charging current rather than future owners with the cost of current
use.
The annual contribution for the initial year of this reserve study is $<%= annassesstot%>,
$<%= annassessmo%> on a monthly basis and on an average of $<%= avgassessmo%>
per unit. The monthly contribution per unit type is:
Model
A

Description
<%= modeladesc%>

Square Feet
1,400

B

<%= modelbdesc%>

1,600

C

<%= modelcdesc%>

1,800

Amount
$<%=
assessamo%>.74
$<%=
assessbmo%>.13
$<%=
assesscmo%>.53

The average interest rate earned before and after taxes for the initial of this reserve study
are <%= aveinterest%>%, and <%= aveintertax%>%, respectively.
Based upon Percent Funding, as of <%= analysisdate%>, with an estimated reserve fund
balance of $<%= begbalyr1%>, 100% Funded being $<%= p100fdbegyr1%>, the percent
funded amount is <%= prctfdbegyr1%>%. If the cash flow funding plan is adhered to by
the board of directors, sufficient funds should be available as needed.
If applicable, developer records, association records, and industry manuals were used for
determining the current cost of reserve items. The financial representations set forth in this
summary are based on the best estimates of the preparer at that time. The estimates are
subject to change.

Property Association Sample
Reserve Study Summary
November 15, 2020
The following Level I (full update with-site-visit) reserve study was performed for Property
Association Sample ("property") located at 800 Date Palm Lane, St. Petersburg, FL, 33707.
The property has 30 units and 3 different model types. The reserve study is for the fiscal
year starting January 1, 2021, and ending December 31, 2021.
The purpose of this reserve study is to produce a reserve funding plan that will project
future contributions and expenditures to assure that reserve funds are available as needed.
The calculations, projections and reports in this reserve study were generated using the PRA
System (PRA). PRA has received a Quality Assurance Evaluation from a Certified Public
Accounting firm verifying the system for accuracy and compliance with the AICPA's Financial
Accounting Standard Board’s 972 Real Estate-Common Interest Reality Associations, cash
flow projections, and tax calculations consistent with IRS guidelines for 1120c and 1120h
corporations. PRA also meets the reporting requirements for the International Capitol
Budgeting Institute (ICBI). PRA provides for complete, flexible reserve study assumptions
while allowing for either current cost or future cost projections while calculating interest and
projecting cash flows on a monthly and annual basis.
As of January 1, 2021, the estimated reserve fund balance is $119,721. The estimated
current replacement cost of the reserve items is $915,821, and with an annual compounded
inflation rate of 2.00% the future replacement cost is $1,597,967.
The cash flow method was utilized in preparing the reserve plan with the objective that
reserves funds would be available as needed. The following describes how the cash flow was
produced:
· Reserve Fund Balance – projected from the date of the reserve study to the beginning
of the fiscal year above;
· Reserve Item Data - for each reserve item the following was determined: description,
category, basis cost, basis cost measurement, quantity, estimated useful life and
estimated remaining life;
· Expenditures - the reserve item data above was used to project when the initial and
recurring expenditures will be incurred over the next 30 years (includes taxes on
interest earned);
· Interest – calculated on the available funds;
· Contribution – determined based on the following: annual contribution increases,
interest earned with related taxes and inflation on reserve items.
No items have been reserved for which have an estimated useful life of less than two years
or a total cost less than $500.00.
Based upon the following financial assumptions:
·
·
·
·
·
·

Annual Contribution Increase - 2.50%
Interest Earned - 1.00%
Taxes on Interest Earned - 0.00%
Inflation on Reserve Items - 2.00%
Contingency - 0.00%
Contingency Time - 0:00 Yr:Mo

The contingency amount is 0.00% of the current cost of replacement, $915,821. This
amount will be funded over 0:00 (years:months) time period. This will increase the total
monthly contribution by $0.
The required reserve amount at the end of the current fiscal year utilizing the cash flow
method is $119,721. The reserve plan, based on all the assumptions, assures that funds for
major repairs and replacement will be available when needed and that this method is
equitable for charging current rather than future owners with the cost of current use.
The annual contribution for the initial year of this reserve study is $32,400, $2,700 on a
monthly basis and on an average of $90 per unit. The monthly contribution per unit type is:
Model
A
B
C

Description
2BR - 2BA
2BR - 2.5BA
3BR - 3BA

Square Feet
1,400
1,600
1,800

Amount
$79.74
$91.13
$102.53

The average interest rate earned before and after taxes for the initial of this reserve study
are 1.18%, and 1.18%, respectively.
Based upon Percent Funding, as of January 1, 2021, with an estimated reserve fund balance
of $119,721, 100% Funded being $264,842, the percent funded amount is 45.20%. If the
cash flow funding plan is adhered to by the board of directors, sufficient funds should be
available as needed.
If applicable, developer records, association records, and industry manuals were used for
determining the current cost of reserve items. The financial representations set forth in this
summary are based on the best estimates of the preparer at that time. The estimates are
subject to change.

